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QUESTION:: Should C.A.R. SPONSOR legislation setting up a
required license for Home Inspectors?
ACTION REQUIRED? No - Optional
POSSIBLE POSITIONS:
POSITION
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C.A.R. has been motivated to involve itself in home inspector
qualifications for two primary reasons: most importantly, risk
and, secondarily,
secondarily, frustration
frustration with
with the
the
management or liability concerns; and,
quality of reporting.
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1102.4) provides for "substituted disclosure"

party that "substitutes" for the disclosure (and liability) of the agent or
principal.
The TDS statute provides a listing of experts whose report can be used
instead of the agent/seller's disclosure, and makes the retained expert
liable for an error rather than the agent or seller. Of course, actual
knowledge and fraud can still result in agent liability.
The list of experts in CC 1102.4 includes:
"…licensed engineer, land surveyor, geologist, structural pest control
operator, contractor, or other expert, dealing with matters within the
scope of the professional's license or expertise…" (Emphasis added).
Unfortunately, the list did not include home inspectors, in large part
because there is no licensed or regulated class of persons identified in
law as a home inspector. Although many inspectors have substantial
expertise, and may even be licensed as one of the enumerated experts,
quite literally anyone with a pickup truck and a ladder can call himself or
herself a "home inspector." It has been argued that a home inspector's
opinion can be used as substituted disclosure because the inspector is
an "other expert" as that term is used in the statute. Such an approach
to liability defense has not been common: inspectors, without other
qualifications have little status; and the major California inspector group
(CREIA) attempts to avoid being a substitute disclosure provider and
their standard form contract disclaims any use as a substitute
disclosure.
While home inspectors are not licensed, the Business and Professions
code includes definitions, standard of care language and prohibited
practices beginning at Section 7195.
Home Inspector Trade Groups.
The California Real Estate Inspection Association (CREIA) has over 600
members in California; the nationwide American Society of Home
Inspectors (ASHI) claims slightly over 1100 members in California,
although it is unclear how much overlap exists in the members. Clearly,
there are potentially many more home inspectors that have not gone to
the trouble to join either of the two professional organizations.
Are there enough inspectors? Will there be enough inspectors if
licensure or mandatory certification limits the number of inspectors to
ASHI and CREIA members? Probably - a sales volume of 450,000 per
year means about 1800 sales/inspections per work day, and inspectors
are certainly able to do more than one per day. The combined
membership of the two groups, assuming no overlap is close to 1700 2

1800. In addition, there seems to be several hundred inspectors certified
by the Service Master franchises via their proprietary program.
The real question may be instead whether there are enough potential
licensees to support a viable regulatory program. About the year 2000,
the inspector trade groups were forced to drop their own license bill and
attempt a statutory recognition of certification instead because the
Business and Professions Committee concluded that the program would
not be viable. Ultimately the bill was vetoed by Governor Davis anyway.
How serious is the need to make an inspector an expert? Is the lack of a
substitute disclosure "firewall" that could come from a home inspector's
report really a significant factor in a non-disclosure or negligent
disclosure lawsuit? Or does a determined plaintiff allege fraud and
sidestep the substitute disclosure defense anyway?
Alternatives to Licensure. CC 1102.4 refers to "experts" by their licensed
professional capacity. However, some level of additional protection via
the statute might be obtained without confronting the license or
certification issue.
A new class of expert. While CC 1102.4 lists licensed professionals as
the experts whose reports can act as a substitute disclosure, it does
make provision for "other experts" and their reports. The home inspector
standards of practice statute could conceivably be amended to create a
presumption that any inspector that is required to comply with those
standards is deemed to be an expert for the purposes of CC 1102.4.
Home inspector trade groups may have an internal policy of resisting the
use of their reports as a disclosure that creates liability to prospective
buyers, but it would seem to be difficult to assert that their members
shouldn't be held to be experts when they are acting within the
standards of practice that they themselves enacted.
Should C.A.R. sponsor legislation to require home inspectors to be
considered experts for disclosure purposes?
Prohibiting limitations on the report's usage. B&P Code Section 7198
forbids an inspector to include in his or her contract a provision that
requires the customer to waive liability for error, or to limit damages to
the cost of the inspection when there is an error. The prohibited
practices could be expanded to include a prohibition on the inspector
refusing to allow his or her report to be used as a substitute disclosure
within the meaning of CC 1102.4. Inspector groups would undoubtedly
oppose the new rule, but would be hard put to argue that their report is
not commonly understood by buyers and sellers to be exactly that.
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Should C.A.R. consider sponsoring legislation to change B&P 7198 to
prohibit an inspection contract from disclaiming its use as an experts
report (substitute disclosure) within the meaning of CC 1102.4?
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